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Comprehensive Protection
Mechanical protection against dust and dirt ensures that your network connec-

tions function fl awlessly even under extreme conditions.

Weatherproof and durable
Our IP66 network junction box is wind, UV, and weather-resistant, meaning it 

withstands the harshest environmental conditions, reliably safeguarding your 

connections.

Security in focus
Thanks to its robust design and lockable access protection, this junction box 

provides the security your data connections require.

Highest performance
Enjoy full data performance with Category 6A and PoE requirements up to 

10Gbps to ensure your networks run smoothly without any loss of speed.

FEATURES:

ORDER INFORMATION
 Ask your distributor about Vario Protect. You can 

 fi nd your distributor at: kerpen-data.com/en/sales-network/

MegaLine® Vario Protect IP66
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Versatile protection
This network junction box is versatile and optimal for outdoor use and demanding environments where protection from dust, water and 
extreme weather conditions is essential.

VarioLine® and MegaLine®                                                                                                                                                                                    

System components for the best protection of your network connection
product picture product code product description

KDAVH00Q1000001 VarioLine® Protect Junction box IP66 to accommodate a fl ush-
mounted socket 80x80 mm, colour: grey

LKD9ZQ010100000 MegaLine® Connect45 Pro Wall outlet 1 fold angeled
for MegaLine® Connect45 Pro connectors Keystone
dimensions: UP/50 incl. central panel
colour: pure white, similar RAL 9010

LKD9ZQ010040024 MegaLine® Connect45 Pro Plus
connector RJ45 Cat.6A (ISO/IEC) shielded Keystone format, 
packaging unit: 24 pieces

KDA0A0001000010 MegaLine® Connect45 Pro
cover frame 80x80 mm
colour: pure white, similar to RAL 9010
PU=10 pieces

KDA4D5SU1000001 MegaLine® Connect45 Pro SMART SL 1xRJ45
wall outlet Cat.6A (ISO/IEC) shielded
1 fold angeled incl. central cover 50x50 mm
dimension: UP/50, colour: pure white, similar RAL 9010

LKD7KS600350050 MegaLine® E5-60 U/F 4P H, Cat.6A, 4x2xAWG 23/1 PIMF, 
600 MHz, Dca s2 d2 a1, halogen-free, fl ame retardant, 
colour: colza yellow, packaging: 500 m

LKD7KS600220050 MegaLine® E5-70 F/F 4P H, Cat.6A, 4x2xAWG 23/1 PIMF, 
700 MHz, Dca s2 d2 a1, halogen-free, fl ame retardant
colour: colza yellow, packaging: 500 m

LKD7KS707110000 MegaLine® F6-90 S/F U universal cable, UV-resistant 4P H, 
Cat.7, 4x2xAWG 23/1 PIMF, 1000 MHz, Dca s2 d2 a1,
halogen-free, fl ame retardant, colour: colza yellow

LKD7KS701690100 MegaLine® F6-90 S/F 2Y 4P PE, Cat.7, 4x2xAWG 23/1 PIMF, 
900 MHz, Fca, outher sheath: PE, colour: jet black, 
packaging: 1000 m

LKD9AA701610000 MegaLine® patch cable INDUSTRY, Cat.6, class EA, 250 MHz, 
shielded, PUR, yellow, bend protection: black / black, 
wiring: 1:1, length: 1.0 m

LKD9AA253630000 MegaLine® patch cable Outdoor, Cat.6A, class EA, 
500 MHz, shielded, FRNC, grey, bend protection: grey / grey, 
wiring: 1:1, Length: 1.0 m
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